
“As a mother, I really appreciate the simplicity and use of visuals with 

your stories. I am also an Early Childhood Special Education 
Community Teacher, which means I provide special education services 

and consultation services to children in typical preschools, head starts 

and at home. We use visuals in everything we do to teach children with 

special needs and also give them lots of opportunities to practice and 

reinforce them. Often we use the solution kit from CSEFEL.org to teach 

problem solving but often I feel that if we don't first just teach children how 

to make a friend and cooperate then problem solving is putting the cart 

before the horse. I often feel that we need a supplemental curriculum 
and I feel like your books would be ideal…”

—Nicole Poor

“...The all animal cast, in various shades of brown and 

beige, make this accessible and appealing to children 
of all ethnicities. Key concepts about teamwork are 

highlighted in spot illustrations with large bold captions, 

and a set of thoughtful captions and suggestions can 

be used to help kids internalize the message.” 

—School LIbrary Journal  re “Camille’s Team”

“...Murphy has created a cast of characters that 
every preschool and kindergarten teacher is 
going to love sharing with their sprouts…

There are eight books in the series.  Each title 
introduces a different character, but more 
importantly, helps to visually teach a specific social 
skill. The illustrations are colorful and engaging, but 
the text really helps bring, what can sometimes be 
abstract, concepts alive for our littlest learners.

Even better (yes, it gets better), Stuart has some 
amazing FREE resources on his website you can 
download and use with the books…”

—Matt Halpern, Kindergarten teacher 

Love the math books! These new books would 

be great openers for discussions about 
good character traits.
—Anne O., teacher

“Have they met my daughter? Sheesh. As we read “Percy Gets Upset” together, Mini Human #2 (my 4 year old) 
said, "Mom. Percy is just like me." Ahhh...yep. Percy gets MAD at things and at people and has a tendency to react 
rather than respond. My daughter asked me to read the Percy book to her three times in a row, until she had it 
memorized. Then she went to her father and told him what the book was about. She was quite impressed by the idea 
that a story had explained her own personality so well….

Two thumbs up, Mr. Murphy!”  — Early Childhood News and Resources
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